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An Energy-Efficient Equalized Transceiver for
RC-Dominant Channels
Byungsub Kim, Student Member, IEEE, and Vladimir Stojanović, Member, IEEE

Abstract—This work describes the architecture and circuit implementation of a high-data-rate, energy-efficient equalized transceiver for high-loss dispersive channels, such as RC-limited on-chip
interconnects or silicon-carrier packaging modules. The charge-injection transmitter directly conducts pre-emphasis current from
the supply into the channel, eliminating the power overhead of
analog current subtraction in conventional transmit pre-emphasis,
while significantly relaxing the driver coefficient accuracy requirements. The transmitter utilizes a power efficient non-linear driver
by compensating non-linearity with pre-distorted equalization coefficients. A trans-impedance amplifier at the receiver achieves low
static power consumption, large signal amplitude, and high bandwidth by mitigating limitations of purely-resistive termination. A
test chip is fabricated in 90-nm bulk CMOS technology and tested
over a 10-mm, 2- m pitched on-chip differential wire. The transceiver consumes 0.37–0.63 pJ/b with 4–6 Gb/s/ch.
Index Terms—Equalized on-chip interconnect, RC-dominant
wire, charge injection FFE, pre-distortion FFE, trans-impedance
receiver, eye sensitivity.

I. INTRODUCTION

N

ETWORKS-ON-A-CHIP (NoCs) [1]–[3] are increasingly used in multi-core processors creating the need for
fast, energy and area efficient global on-chip interconnects.
However, the power inefficiency and latency of traditional
repeated interconnects [3], [4] limit the performance gains of
more advanced NoC architectures that need efficient global
interconnections to realize their full potential [2], [3]. To overcome these repeater limitations, several techniques have been
explored in the past [5], [6]. However, only recently [7]–[10],
equalization at the transmitter
and receiver
over
RC-dominant wires has been proposed to improve both the
latency, energy and area-throughput efficiency.
An equalizing
flattens the link transfer function by suppressing the lower frequency portion of the channel response,
eliminating the intersymbol interference (ISI). This allows
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faster data transfer at lower power, since the suppression of
low frequency decreases the voltage swing along the wire.
is
In off-chip links, a feed forward equalization (FFE)
typically implemented as an analog current or voltage summing/subtracting finite impulse response (FIR) filter [11]–[14],
which consumes extra energy in addition to the signal energy
injected into the wires. In on-chip link designs, pulsewidth
pre-emphasis (PWP) [7] and capacitive peaking [8] reduce the
complexity of equalization circuits but with limited throughput
(bandwidth density) of only 2 Gb/s/ch (1 Gb/s/ m) [8].
This paper reports a pre-distorted Charge-Injection (CI) FFE
and a trans-impedance-amplifier (TIA)
to improve the
data rate and bandwidth density as well as energy and area efficiency. The CI FFE
eliminates the power wasted in analog
subtraction of the conventional FFE by injecting digitally precomputed FFE currents [10]. A full 3-tap FFE enables strong
equalization on lossy channels and increases data rate up to
6 Gb/s/ch (3 Gb/s/ m). The CI FFE also relieves the relative
accuracy requirements for FFE coefficients. In addition, digital pre-distortion of CI FFE coefficients utilizes power-efficient
nonlinear drivers. At the
, a TIA provides small input (termination) impedance while suppressing the static current, providing wide bandwidth and large received current amplitude,
which is mapped to a large voltage at TIA output [10].
II. ON-CHIP INTERCONNECTS
Design of on-chip interconnects should be driven by systemlevel relevant metrics like energy efficiency (pJ/bit) and data
rate density (i.e., data rate per wire pitch—Gb/s/ m) [9]. Previous analysis [7], [9] indicates that RC-dominant, relatively
narrow wires maximize these metrics leading to highest network
throughput for given power and area constraints.
An RC-dominant channel requires a different signaling
strategy than typical off-chip RLC transmission lines. In
RC-dominant channels, 50-Ohm impedance matching is neither necessary nor efficient for two reasons: 1) the characteristic
impedance of the wire is not 50 Ohm but can actually be co-designed with circuits to maximize relevant system-level metrics
[9]; 2) the large channel loss (e.g., 40 dB and 46 dB at 2 GHz
and 3 GHz for the 10-mm wire) suppresses the reflected wave
from impedance mismatch [7], [9], [15]. The transfer function
exponentially depends on wire length and square-root of frequency resulting in a time-response close to an exponentially
decaying function, which is a pre-requisite for small-tap FFE
implementation.
III. LINK OVERVIEW
Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the proposed link. The
and
are connected through a 10 mm long differential wire.
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Fig. 1. A link overview.

Fig. 2. Comparison between voltage dividing (VD) and current switching (CS) drivers. (a) VD. (b) CS.

The
is terminated with a TIA. Two current sources at the
provide bias current for the TIA through the wire and set
and
.
proper common mode voltage levels:
computes and injects pre-emDuring data transmission, the
and
into the wire. The TIA at the
conphasis currents
verts the arriving currents
and
into voltages
and
,
which are sampled by the decision feedback equalizer (DFE)
module. The DFE extends the achievable data rate range by
compensating the higher channel loss and mismatches from desired exponential impulse response roll-off.
IV. TRANSMITTER
A. Voltage Dividing Driver Versus Current Switching Driver
Before we explain the CI FFE driver, we introduce a current
switching (CS) driver to more easily compare the CI FFE driver
and a conventional voltage dividing (VD) driver [12]–[14],
which is known to be more power efficient than a current mode
logic (CML) driver [13]. The VD driver implements the FFE
function via programmable resistive voltage divider while the
CS driver adds/subtracts currents as shown in Fig. 2.
and
Fig. 3 shows the average supply currents (
of the VD, CS, and CI drivers) versus the VD driver’s output
impedance for 4 Gb/s data transmission. For fair comparison,
all three drivers are matched for the same signal strength at
. The CI driver in this paper has the
Nyquist frequency
equivalent driving (channel) current of the VD driver with
Ohm, which is larger than the channel’s characteristic

Fig. 3. Supply currents of VD, CS, and CI drivers for the same signal driving
ability versus the VD driver’s output impedance R. CS and CI drivers are
matched for the same signal driving ability to the VD driver of given R in
Fig. 2.

impedance
160 Ohm. In this
region,
, and
converge, and VD and CS drivers burn
the power of a CI driver.
B. Charge-Injection FFE
Fig. 4 compares the CS FFE (a) and the proposed CI FFE (b)
‘011’ is
when the consecutive three-bit pattern
being transmitted, as marked in Table I. The CS driver computes
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Fig. 4. Comparison between (a) a conventional Current-Switch FFE and (b) a Charge-Injection FFE when data pattern is

I

V

current, (b)
voltage, and (c)
Fig. 5. Simulated (a)
current perturbation.
eye reduction by

I

I

D D 0 D0 = ‘011’.

current in Fig. 1 when an isolated ‘1’ pattern is being transmitted at 4 Gb/s, and (d) illustration on

the FFE sum (
in Fig. 5(a)) by addition/subtraction of cur, and ) drawing more current from
rents (
the supply than the current flowing into the channel. Our CI FFE
current directly into the channel.
drives the pre-computed
Note that this is similar to the unequalizing multi-level modulation drivers, e.g., [16]. Inherently this concept suffers from
the exponential growth of driver segments with number of bits
(taps) encoded in the output symbol. To prevent this exponential growth in our scheme, we combine the segments through
addition only, maintaining linear growth in number of segments
with number of taps. As a result, the CI FFE driver draws only
the half CS FFE current, with same number of driver segments.
Table I presents this mapping from the 3-tap CS FFE sum
to the corresponding 3-tap CI FFE currents for all data patterns

without exponential complexity growth. Since CS
, and
can span
list, another three
FFE coefficients
positive variables
, and
are able to span the same list
by addition only, avoiding the power lost in current subtraction. Note that the list is symmetric with opposite polarities,
and therefore, the CI FFE requires only three distinct positive
, and ) since
and
in a typcurrents (
,
ical RC-dominant channel. In hardware implementation,
and current sources can be connected to the channel indepen, or
with proper polarity, or together for
dently for
.
Figs. 5(a), (b), and (c) show the simulated waveforms of
, and
with arrows illustrating impact of
current values
on , respectively, defined in Fig. 1. Table I also lists the cor-
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TABLE I
CI-FFE MAPPING AND VOLTAGE TRANSITIONS

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF CI FFE CURRENT VALUES AND
THE CORRESPONDING FFE COEFFICIENTS

responding
transitions for
. While consecutive
‘0’s are transmitted, the
draws current from the channel
, and
stays in the middle-low level voltage
. Since
stays constant at
, this current is not atstays at
which corretenuated by the channel, and thus,
sponds to bit ‘0’ for the
. When an isolated ‘1’ is transmitted,
injects into the channel
raising
from
the
to
and
from
to . Although amplitude
, the impact of the abrupt
change
is much larger than
on the
is attenuated to
by the high-frequency channel
changes to
loss. On data transition from ‘1’ to ‘0,’
(theoretically
but approximately
since is much smaller than other currents) decreasing
from
to
. The role of
injection could be intuitively
and
injections. The
explained by a superposition of
portion of
suppresses delayed overshoot (depicted
as dashed curve in Fig. 5(c)) from previous during data transient from ‘0’ to ‘1,’ keeping the
at
. The
portion
current further pushes
value down to
, just as
of
previously raised
from
to . To finish the transibecomes causing
transition from
to
tion,
at
and correcting the delayed undershoot caused by the preportion of
at
. To send consecutive ‘0’s
vious
settles to
keeping
at
again after finishing transition,
. In the next section we compare the power efficiency of CI
FFE and CS FFE.
C. CI FFE Power Efficiency
The power of a CS FFE,
tern and is calculated as

, is independent of the data pat(1)

The average power of CI FFE for random data
of currents in Table I.
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is the average

(2)
The CI FFE burns less power than the CS FFE for the random
data pattern. At lower link utilizations, CI FFE is even more
power-efficient since it only draws large current on bit transitions, while the CS FFE always draws its peak current
. Table II(a) summarizes the linearized values of
, and
(ideally
but slightly different due to non-linearity effect) as well as the corresponding

(a) Current values in A, (b) relative ratio to the largest coefficient, (c) eye
sensitivity, (d) approximate relative accuracy requirement in % (bits) for the
10%, and (e) approximate absolute accudesign target of eye reduction
racy requirement in A for the design target of eye reduction
10%.

=

=

, and
used in simulation of Fig. 5. According
values of
due to the large
to Table II(b), is less than 2% of
channel attenuation. In an RC-dominant channel, the ratio of
to
is proportional to the channel loss at Nyquist
frequency
as described in (3), which is derived from the
first harmonic of the received current (a sinusoidal wave with
current is a square wave with amamplitude ) when the
transmitting the alternating bit pattern
plitude
‘
’
(3)
The calculated channel loss at 2 GHz from Table II is about 37
dB showing consistency with measured and simulated channel
transfer function in Fig. 11.
D. Resolution Requirements
FFE coefficient errors decrease the eye size, degrading the
performance of a link. This eye reduction gets worse as the
channel loss becomes larger, and thus often limits the performance of the conventional CS FFE. However, in CI FFE, the
eye reduction is less dependent on the channel loss, and as a
result, the eye is much less 10 sensitive to the coefficient
errors than in the traditional CS FFE. Therefore, at affordable
lower coefficient resolutions (4–5 bits) the CI FFE circuits can
equalize much higher channel loss than the corresponding CS
FFE circuits.
To quantify the robustness of the FFE schemes to the coto a
efficient errors, we define the received eye sensitivity
FFE coefficient as the percentage of vertical eye reduction
divided by the percentage of coefficient perturwhile other coefficients are fixed. Table II(c)
bation
lists the sensitivities to the CS and CI FFE coefficients.
(4)

Equation (4) is an approximate formula for the eye sensitivity
. Considering a DC data
to the critical CS FFE coefficient
pattern (all ‘1’s or all ‘0’s), we can derive (4) from the following
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Fig. 6. CI FFE implementation: (a) architecture, (b) weak driver circuit, (c) strong driver circuit, (d) P DAC transistor, (d) skewed NAND gate, and (f) decoding
block.

rationales: 1) a good equalizer achieves
as depicted
current error is equal to the
current
in Fig. 5(d); 2) the
error
since the channel does not attenuate DC signal; 3)
is approximately twice of the received current error as
depicted in Fig. 5(d); 4)
) from Table I using
; 5) channel transfer
function in (3).
As shown in (4) and Table II, the eye sensitivity of the CS
(40 dB at
FFE is proportional to the channel loss
2 GHz), and thus the eye of the CS FFE is highly sensitive to the
coefficient error, requiring expensive high-resolution circuits.
(or
) current for the DC patSince the small received
’ (or ‘
’) is generated by linear
tern ‘
,
addition or subtraction of three large current values:
and , a small percentage error of
is significantly large for
, greatly reducing the eye
the small received signal height
size. Therefore, the high eye sensitivity to the coefficient error
is a limiting factor in a high-data-rate (i.e., large channel loss)
CS FFE design.
In CI FFE, on the other hand, the eye sensitivities are much
is
smaller and less affected by the channel loss since small
generated by a designated current source while other large current segments ( and ) are turned off, instead of being gener,
ated from summation/subtraction of large current taps:
as shown in (5),
and . This relaxes the eye sensitivity to
current error is small
which is derived from the fact that the
instead of large
and the same rationales used to derive
(4).

(5)

The CI FFE
also generates large current errors when large
current taps and are active. However, these current sources
turn on only for a bit-time at data transitions: ‘1’ ‘0’ or ‘0’
‘1.’ Therefore, the large current errors
and
are modu, the
lated and attenuated by the channel by the factor of

peak value of the sampled channel response to a unit square
pulse, relaxing the eye sensitivity as shown in (6).

(6)
The high eye sensitivities require high resolution for the CS
FFE. Table II(d) summarizes the required relative accuracy (resolution) of each current source to restrict the eye perturbation
% . Note that, although the
within a given design target
worst absolute eye accuracy requirement is the same for CS and
CI FFE, the much higher resolution requirement for CS FFE
makes the hardware cost of CS FFE significantly more expensive than the CI FFE. The most stringent accuracy constraints
for
in CS FFE compared to 5%
are 0.35%
for in CI FFE, indicating that the CI FFE relaxes the current
source accuracy by more than
compared to the CS FFE.
E. CI FFE Circuit
Fig. 6(a) describes the architecture of the CI FFE
. A
latch-pipelined, double-data-rate (DDR) digital decoding block
generates switching signals for driver segments. The driver consists of weak and strong segments to appropriately pull up and
and transient (
) currents, respecdown non-transient
tively.
The weak segment conducts small current . Although only
10% of the relative accuracy is required to bound the eye change
by error within 10%, the absolute accuracy is high because
the nominal value of is small ( 60 A). Therefore, we use
a current switch for the weak segment as shown in Fig. 6(b).
instead of to make
swing
The tail current source is
because the weak segment only pulls down and is unable to
inject into the channel.
The design of the strong segment focuses on power-efficient
current delivery since the transient currents ( and ) have
large amplitude and more relaxed accuracy constraints. The
strong segment consists of four 5-bit digital-to-analog converter
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(DAC) transistors (
, and
) for each differential
and
generate ,
terminal as illustrated in Fig. 6(c).
and
generate . The 5-bit accuracy on
and
and
theoretically bounds the received eye error to less than 10%
because of the channel attenuation. The strong segment pull-up
is necessary to keep a proper common mode voltage level for
the driver because of the pull-down bias ( 80 A) current
for the TIA at the
. Without the strong driver pull-up, the
common mode voltage becomes too low to keep the driver on.
Each DAC transistor is an array of binary weighted transistors
with enable signal as shown in Fig. 6(d). With DAC transistor
gate nodes driven rail-to-rail, this topology delivers the maximum current for a given parasitic capacitance, achieving good
power efficiency. For example, for the same transistor area, the
topology like the weak segment delivers about 5–8 smaller
current than the strong driver to keep the tail transistor in saturation. The enabling NAND gate in Fig. 6(e) is skewed for fast
, improving the pre-driver energy
response to signal input
efficiency. The enable pMOS is only half the size of the signal
pMOS minimizing the loading on the signal path while being
when disabled.
strong enough to keep the output voltage at
However, the strong CI FFE driver behaves nonlinearly due to
output impedance change. The sources of the impedance change
are: 1) data-dependent switching of driver segments with different impedances (from bit-time to bit-time) and 2) segment
output impedance fluctuation due to output voltage change in
a strong driver segment (within a bit-time). For example, the
output impedance is set by the current source of the weak segcurrent is , but the output impedance becomes
ment while
when the
transmall and a function of the drain voltage of
sistor is conducting current. In our simulation, this nonlinear
behavior reduces the current by 13% on average, by 27% at maximum, introducing additional degradation in signal quality. According to Table II, the eye reduction is more than 300% in CS
, completely closing
FFE due to the high eye sensitivity
the eye. Therefore, we cannot use this nonlinear driver in CS
FFE. However, in CI FFE, the eye is weakly sensitive to the coefficient errors 2.5 , resulting in 32.5% eye degradation. In
CI FFE, this eye reduction can be further relieved by compensating the nonlinearity with static pre-distortion.
F. Pre-Distortion in CI FFE
In a 3-tap CI FFE, a three consecutive bit pattern
determines the proper current source,
value, and
transition as listed in Table I. Since
determines
and
the two sources of the nonlinear error, it also determines the
magnitude of the nonlinear error. Therefore, we can correct all
nonlinear errors by assigning the digitally compensated currents
for all eight cases generated by the three binary combinations.
However, in this design, by allowing a small nonlinearity error
in
case, we reduce the cost of the compensation
by statically tuning the three current sources (
, and ) to
cover only six cases.
Except the two cases when
‘101’ and ‘010’,
each segment associated with a CI FFE current (
, or )
has a unique voltage profile and thus a unique amount of nonlinear error. Therefore, we can compensate the error by stati-
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cally tuning each segment. For example, except in two cases, the
or
, only turns on when
weak segment, which conducts
or
to transmit
the output voltage is
‘111’ or ‘000’. The difference between
and
is very
small since it is set by the
current. Since the voltage level
is in the middle of the supply level, the current source of the
weak segment operates in saturation and thus the current error
‘100’,
turns on and conis negligible. When
ducts causing
voltage transition from
to
. The
voltage change weakens the
DAC’s current and causing
a current error in . Therefore, the static adjustment on
strength is enough to compensate this nonlinear error.
The nonlinear errors of the two special cases are small. When
‘010’, the voltage changes from
to
by conducting a current through the weak driver,
, and
(
and
for the other differential terminal).
transistor
for this pattern is weaker than for
‘110’ because
the drain voltage at the end of transition is
, which is lower
than
for
‘110’.
transistor, on the other
hand, is stronger for this pattern than for
‘011’
because the start-transition voltage
is higher than
for
‘011’. In this case, the errors on
and
have opposite polarities, mostly canceling each other. Note that
current is too small to add significant error in this case. The
‘101’ is mitinonlinear error of the other case
gated in the same manner.
Fig. 6(f) shows a simplified circuit implementation of the decoding block to select the driver segment as listed in Table I.
compensates nonlinear error by statically tuning
Since the
the CI FFE coefficients (i.e., strengths of segments), the high
speed decoder logic does not carry any coefficient information
and can be implemented with very simple logic gates.
The partitioning of driver segments in CI FFE allows compact
and hardware-efficient static pre-distortion, which is not possible in CS and VD FFE. In CS FFE, three current sources work
together to generate all eight current values listed in Table I. As
a result, each current source is turned on all the time and experiences all cases of voltage change. Since the nonlinear error is associated with voltage change, each current source has more than
two distinct values of nonlinear error, preventing static compencurrent source in Table I
sation. For example, the pull-down
is connected to ‘ ’ node when
is ‘110’, ‘100’,
‘010’, or ‘000’. The four patterns cause four distinct
transitions, respectively:
and
. Therefore, four different coefficients
are necessary for
since the non-linear error can have four
distinct values for each case. The hardware implementation is
much more difficult since the pre-distortion requires memory to
store four different values of each coefficient, and a decoding
block must select and assign the right coefficient value within a
bit time.
Fig. 7 shows simulated eye diagrams with and without predistortion in CI FFE. We calculated coefficients in Fig. 7(a)
assuming a fixed drain voltage of DAC transistors while we
pre-distorted the coefficient values in Fig. 7(b). The non-pre-distorted eye is about 36% smaller than the pre-distorted one, confirming the analysis in Section IV-E.
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Fig. 7. Eye simulations at 4 Gb/s with 1 V supply: (a) before pre-distortion, (b) after pre-distortion.

Fig. 8. Various metrics versus receiver’s termination impedance. Circle
markers represent TIA termination. Square markers represent resistive termination for the same bandwidth of TIA.

V. RECEIVER
A. Receiver Termination
The
impedance affects the channel transfer function in
an RC-dominant channel differently than in an LC-dominant
channel. Fig. 8 shows various metrics versus the termination
while keeping sufficient voltage swing at
.
impedance
The voltage-mode receiver is usually terminated with a large
to achieve large amplitude with small static curresistor
increases, the voltage amplitude of the received
rent. As
signal increases, while static current decreases reducing static
power. However, the 3 dB bandwidth of the channel also decreases requiring increased equalization effort, and hence inwith a small recreased transmit power. By terminating the
), the received signal current as well as
sistor (current-mode
the 3 dB bandwidth increase as shown in Fig. 8. However, the
cost of smaller input impedance is the larger static current indicating a trade-off between bandwidth, amplitude, and static
power.

to change this fundaWe propose adding a TIA to the
mental trade-off between voltage-mode and current-mode signaling in RC-dominant channels by mitigating the dependence
of the small signal gain on the input impedance (and static bias
current). While the common-gate TIA is used in [17] to match
the 50-Ohm transmission line in an off-chip link, we utilize the
TIA in on-chip RC-dominant channel to adjust the termination
impedance for best power-efficiency (not impedance matching)
while maintaining the link bandwidth. The TIA in Fig. 1 proOhm) to the channel
vides small signal input resistance (
but requires
smaller static current (160 A) than the resistive termination, while providing the same bandwidth (54
MHz). After current-to-voltage conversion by the TIA, the conis about
higher than the reverted voltage amplitude
ceived voltage with the same resistive termination. Therefore,
higher signal amplitude (which dethe TIA can achieve
smaller static power
creases transmit dynamic power) and
for the same bandwidth compared to the resistive termination.
This benefit scales up with decrease in the TIA input impedance
and increase in the TIA gain.
B. Receiver Circuit
circuits. The TIA amplifies and conFig. 9 describes the
verts the input current into voltage on which the following DFE
decides the received bit. We implemented the loop-unrolling
DFE as a latch-based design to further save power and area [18].
In this design, the selection signals of the MUXs are delayed
by one additional differential-input latch stage to further relax
the latency requirement by ensuring that the MUXs always take
rail-to-rail selection signals. In a regular loop-unrolled DFE, if
the input of the sense-amplifier becomes small due to noise, the
output signal may not be fully regenerated within a bit time,
failing the MUX feedback. In this design, the additional latch
helps the partially-regenerated output of the sense amplifier to
fully regenerate.
Modified StrongArm sense amplifiers with additional offset
compensation ports are used to add or subtract the post cursor
to the TIA output by setting the offset/threshold current. A tail
current source attached to the output node of the sense amplifier
controls the threshold voltage.
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Fig. 9. Receiver circuit.

VI. EXPERIMENT
A. Chip Fabrication
A proof-of-concept chip in 90 nm bulk CMOS process has
been fabricated and tested with on-chip test support blocks to
measure the link in-situ. Fig. 10 shows the die photo overlaid
with layout to outline the transceiver and test-support blocks.
The channel is a 10-mm-long serpentine differential wire in M8.
The wire width and space are 0.6 m and 0.4 m, respectively.
M7 and M9 layers are filled with supply grid and dummy metal.
The transmitter and the receiver areas are 16 m 70 m and
16 m 40 m, respectively.
B. On-Chip Test Support Block
Fig. 11 illustrates the block diagram of the on-chip test-support circuits. During test, two pattern generators feed the
with a test bit sequence: two pseudo random bit sequences
(PRBS) with 31 bit seeds; 64-bit fixed pattern. The two 36-bit
. By
snapshot units monitor the received bit sequence sent by
comparing the transmitted and received patterns at different
and
clock phases and
threshold voltages, we generate
the in-situ statistical eye diagram and channel pulse response
. Except the
and
clocks, all digital
as seen by the
control/monitoring is done by the scan chain through slow I/Os

Fig. 10. Test-chip die photo: 1 mm
m 16 m).

2

2 1 mm (Tx: 70 m 2 16 m, Rx: 40

to reduce cost of high-speed I/Os. External analog DC reference
current input configures the bias currents of the weak segment
, and the thresholds of slicers at the
.
and the TIA at
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Fig. 12. Measured (a) step response and (b) transfer function. Sold: measured. Dotted: SPICE simulation using an RLGC model extracted from 2-D field solver.

The long tail of the step response in Fig. 12(a) reveals significant ISI for an unequalized channel. The measured 50% delay
and 90% settling times are about 1.4 ns and 5.5 ns, respectively,
or 8.6 and 33 UI at 6 Gb/s/ch. Fig. 12(b) show the measured and
simulated transfer functions. Although the noise dominates the
signal at high frequencies, due to large signal attenuation and
the noise amplification in the conversion of the step response to
the transfer function, the noise is still 15 dB smaller than the DC
level. The measurement and simulation shows reasonably good
match within measured frequency range. The measured channel
loss at 690 MHz is about 25 dB, implying much higher losses at
2 GHz and 3 GHz, which are 40 dB and 46 dB, respectively, in
simulation. These high losses show the good robustness of the
CI FFE compared to other on-chip links [6]–[8]. Additionally,
in off-chip links with conventional FFE [11], [12], [15] losses
up to 30 dB are typically considered equalizable.
D. Eye Diagram

Fig. 11. Test support blocks.

C. Channel Measurement
Fig. 12 shows the on-chip measured step response and current-driving and current-receiving transfer function while only
the weak segment drives the wire with a step pattern at 4 Gb/s:
32 consecutive ‘1’s followed by 32 consecutive ‘0’s. The received current is measured in-situ by finding the threshold of the
slicers to get 50% of received ‘1’ at each 62.5 ps-spaced time
point. The transfer function is calculated from the measured step
response. The high-frequency noise and sampler dither during
step estimation are amplified in dividing the spectrum of the
step response by a sinc function (the spectrum of the square
pulse) because the sinc function has small amplitude at high
frequencies.

Fig. 13 presents the measured eye diagrams to achieve close
to 100 mV vertical eye to acquire power-performance trade-off.
The CI FFE coefficients are calibrated and pre-distorted by monitoring the isolated pulse response similar to the simulation in
Fig. 5(c). The eye diagram in Fig. 13(a) is measured at 6 Gb/s
with 1.2 V supply voltage. During the measurement, the DFE
was fully functional. At this data rate, the eye was closed without
DFE since the channel response at this speed requires more than
3 taps to equalize. The measured eye height and width are 87
mV and 60% UI, respectively. Due to the scan-interface speed
limitations, the probability of each of the voltage-time points
transmissions. The
on the eye diagram was collected from
good quality of horizontal eye opening (60% UI) in comparison
with a typical bathtub curve in other works [11] implies that the
link would have much lower bit error rate. The eye in Fig. 13(b)
is measured at 4 Gb/s with 1.1 V supply, with disabled DFE.
The DFE could improve the eye, but we are better off saving the
DFE power overhead instead. The measured vertical eye was
.
109 mV, and the horizontal eye was 80% UI
The eye in Fig. 13(c) is measured at 2 Gb/s with 1.1 V supply
and disabled DFE. At 2 Gb/s, we also disabled one CI FFE tap
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Fig. 13. Measured eye diagram. (a) 6 Gb/s DFE enabled 1.2 V. (b) 4 Gbps DFE disabled 1.1 V. (c) 2 Gbps DFE disabled 1.1 V.

Fig. 14. Vertical eye versus strong driver coefficient change. (a) 6 Gb/s DFE enabled 1.2 V Str(9, 10, 10, 10)*. (b) 4 Gbps DFE disabled 1.1 V Str(9, 5, 9, 5)*. (c)
2 Gbps DFE disabled 1.1 V Str(2, 2, 2, 2)*. *Nominal value of 5-bit strong driver coefficients, Str(P ,P ,N ; N ).

( and
strong segments) to demonstrate that further hardware cost reduction is possible at low data rate operation. The
vertical eye is 120 mV and horizontal eye is 60% UI.
E. Eye Sensitivity
Fig. 14 shows the vertical eye versus perturbation of the
strong segment coefficient measured at 6 Gb/s, 4 Gb/s, and
2 Gb/s with 1.2 V, 1.1 V, and 1.1 V supply, respectively. To
capture the eye sensitivity to each coefficient, the eye measurements were taken for perturbations in each coefficient. To
shorten the test time, the eye-measurement statistics were taken
probability, which is sufficient to capture the eye
down to
sensitivities.
Fig. 14(a) confirms the small eye sensitivity to strong segment
coefficients. At 6 Gb/s, the vertical eye changes by about 30%
at most for 10% coefficient change. Fig. 14(c) illustrates higher
and ) than (generated
sensitivity to (generated from
from and ), as discussed in Section IV-C, while Figs. 14(a)
and (b) do not show clear evidence of higher sensitivities to
due to approximation errors and non-linearity effects. At 4 Gb/s,
the peak sensitivity is about 16% for 20% coefficient change. At
and
showing that
2 Gb/s, the eye is not very sensitive to
and
the channel can be equalized only with 2-taps. Since
is the main tap, the eye still shows stronger dependency on
and
.

F. Power Consumption
Fig. 15 presents the measured link energy/bit breakdown at
different conditions. The measurements show that operation at
4 Gb/s with 1 V supply is the most energy efficient. The energy
cost is relatively flat up to 4 Gb/s because DC energy, switching
energy, and channel related energy change differently as data
rate increases. For example, the TIA draws DC current so its enenergy-cost
ergy per bit decreases as the data rate increases.
stays relatively flat up to 4 Gb/s following the
rule and douenergy
bles at 6 Gb/s due to the additional DFE overhead.
cost, especially the strong driver energy, increases with data rate
increase. Since the channel loss becomes larger at higher data
rate, the driver must be configured stronger to inject more energy
into the channel for loss compensation. For high performance,
the result shows that an increase in data rate from 4 Gb/s to 6
Gb/s requires approximately 70% more energy. For lower and
fixed data-rate target, the link might be further resized for lower
energy cost.
Fig. 16 shows the energy cost versus data rate density plot
compared to the most efficient previously reported works [6],
[8]. The closest performance and efficiency is reported in [8].
Compared to [8], the maximum achievable data-rate is improved
to 3 Gb/s/ m (6 Gb/s/ch) with up to
energy cost.
by
This is the only on-chip link design to date that asserts the eye
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Fig. 16. Comparison to the most relevant works done over a 10-mm link in 90-nm CMOS process. * 5 mm link.

cient accuracy requirements when compared to the traditional
analog FFE by leveraging channel attenuation to minimize the
eye reduction due to driver inaccuracy.
The proposed link architecture and circuit techniques are not
only applicable to on-chip interconnects [9], [10] but also to
other RC-dominant channels such as narrow PCB wires and
emerging silicon-carrier based packages [19], [20].
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